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Q1	Shallow foundation with V-M load12 attempts, Average mark 10.71/20 (50.5%), Maximum 19, Minimum 5.5.Most students could solve easily the first part of the problem, calculating capacity and selecting an appropriate dimension for the foundation. Students could apply code partial factors correctly. Most difficulties were encountered in deriving the V-M failure surface, although a good number of students made good progress.
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Q2	Steel pile design 	19 attempts, Average mark 13.7/20 (%), Maximum 18, Minimum 10.  Almost all students could design the pile using the standard method in part a, though many used thin-walled Mp calculations despite the thick-walled answer that results in part ii without comment. In part b most students realised that a first-principles calculation was required but with varying success. The main error was in translating rather than rotating the pile and thus not having the opposing loads near the pile base.
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Q3	Settlement of a raft	15 attempts, Average mark 12.5/20 (62.7%), Maximum 16, Minimum 7. Most students could calculate the various estimates of settlements for a raft foundation, with a few using the incorrect dimensions when applying superposition of elastic solutions. There was some confusion on net pressure and very few could show clear understanding of issues in measuring stiffness.
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Q4	Concrete pile group design 	14 attempts, Average mark 13.1/20 (%), Maximum 20, Minimum 5.  Most students correctly answered part a and made pleasingly competent attempts at part b which was a difficult question. The major error in part b was in assuming that the piles all had the same settlement if unaffected by their neighbours, which is incorrect owing to the non-uniform distribution of pile loads. I was pleased to see a couple of answers receiving full marks for this question as it is a very complex problem.
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